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Take the board underwater and then 
go on a wild ride to the surface.

LSS015    Subskate - Blue                                                                           

LSS017    Subskate - Pink                                        

LSS023    Subskate - Green       

SUBSKATE 

SUB JUMPA
The world's first underwater pogo stick.  
The Sub Jumpa is designed to provide hours 
of healthy and physical fun for the whole 
family. It enables the rider to perform cool 
underwater stunts and acrobatics whilst 
bouncing off pool walls and floors.

LSJ001    Sub Jumpa

Toys and games

We are launching our 
fun and funky new-look 
Swimsportz range. This 
dynamic upgrade to our 
packaging is designed  
to appeal to young and 
old and is set to fly off  
the shelves.
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SWIVEL BOARD

o

Take tricks from the street to the pool.  
The Swivel Board tail spins 360 . Grip-tech 
deck provides traction and stability in the 
pool. Twist, Cut, Turn and Spin for "Freestyle 
Tricks" - 2 colour options.

LSB030    Swivel Board

The Skim Ball is specifically engineered 
for water play. Perfect for pool play as it  
is lightweight, soft, and easy to catch. 

LKS600    Skim Ball

SKIM BALL

Splash 'N' Skim. Skim it, splash it. The flying disc that skips, 
skims and splashes across all water surfaces up to 15 
metres. Show off your skimming skills. Pack includes three 
skim discs made of soft foam, so that the whole family can 
safely enjoy Splash 'N' Skim.

LSD500    Splash 'N' Skim

SPLASH 'N' SKIM
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WING WIGGLERS
Brightly patterned, floppy, foam tails wave and 
wiggle as these sea creatures descend underwater. 
Soft, flexible plastic bodies make these aquatic 
critters easy to grab. Try to catch ‘em if you can. 
Assorted Styles. 

LWW001    Wing Wigglers

Winner of the 2011 Parents’ Choice Awards ™  this is the 
ultimate value outdoor games backpack. The convenient 
quick-dry mesh backpack includes 7 fun pieces. The set 
consists of 2 launch and catch paddles, large football,  
mini football, frisbee and 2 sponge balls.

LPP500    Outdoor Fun Pack

Turtle egg retrieval game consisting of 6 brightly coloured 
eggs for easy spotting at the bottom of a pool. The eggs 
are assigned a point value so each holds a special surprise.

LPG002   Turtle Eggs

TURTLE EGGS

OUTDOOR FUN PACK
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MERMAID TAILS
Swim with the Mermaids! These cute mermaid shaped 
dive sticks wiggle and dance through the water providing  
enjoyment and entertainment in the pool.

LMT002   Mermaid Tails 

DIZZY DIVE RINGS
Toss these soft, flexible dive rings into the 
pool and race to see who can collect them 
first. Pack of 4.

LDR150     Dizzy Dive Rings

DIVE RINGS 
Four bright, colourful rings are the perfect size to grab in a 
hurry as they dive to the pool floor. These sand-weighted 
rings stand on the bottom of the pool for easy retrieval and 
are assigned a point value so you can keep score!

LDR160    Dive Rings 
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DIVE DISC
Classic family favourite. Dive discs 
flutter slowly to the pool floor. Each 
pack includes 4 discs.

LDD015    Dive Disc

DIZZY DIVE STICKS
Toss these soft psychedelic tubes into the pool and 
dive in and grab them. A 4-pack of colourful soft fabric 
dive tubes to toss into the pool. Safe and easy to hold. 

LDS001   Dizzy Dive Sticks

FLEX DIVE STICKS
The dive game Flex Dive Sticks are sorted by colour 
and numeric value and are weighted to stay on the 
pool floor. The non-rigid design is great to protect 
small hands and feet.

LRS006    Flex Dive Sticks

MERMIES FLOATING SEASHELL 
PALACE
Mermies set includes Petite Mermaid, Boutique Brush and Floating 
Seashell. Play with them in or out of the water. Perfect for pool, 
beach or backyard.

LMS003    Mermies Floating Seashell Palace
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MINI ELIMINATOR 
A mini version of the Eliminator, just as powerful 
and easier to use for younger children.

LES804    Mini Eliminator

SUNKEN TREASURE
This dive set is designed to rest on the bottom of 
the pool for the ultimate treasure hunt. Once the 
chest cracks open, kids dive down to collect the 
treasure pieces as they quickly float away.

LDM125    Sunken Treasure

POCKET ELIMINATOR - 
TWIN PACK
The pint sized member of the Eliminator family, 
but don't be fooled. The pair of fun pocket rockets 
blasts a powerful jet of water which makes them 
ideal for any outdoor water environment. Comes in 
a sealed pack of two and is supplied in an attractive 
shelf-ready display.

LSM010    Pocket Eliminator - Twin Pack

CRAZY BIRD DIVERS
Ready, set, go and race these 
colourful toys to the bottom. Watch 
them dart from your fingers. Each 
pack includes four.

LDR050    Crazy Bird Divers
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TERMINATOR 
The Mini Eliminator with muscle. Take aim 
and fire with the grab and twist handle bars 
which make it easier than ever to find the 
right arm position for maximum spraying 
power. Shoots up to 10 metres.

LSB005    Terminator

*Limited Stocks Available

ELIMINATOR XT 
It's now easier than ever and more fun 
too. The new XT Power Grip handle 
gives you performance and power. 
The blast of water will reach the entire 
length of the backyard pool!

LES150    Eliminator XT
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NOODLES
Noodles are bendable, never-ending 
floating fun whilst being very 
versatile for exercise. Packed in a 
display of 32 including combinations 
of blue, green, yellow, red, purple 
and orange. Each noodle measures 
160 cm long and 7 cm wide. 
Conforms to Australian Standards.

LPN050    Pool Noodles

TIDAL STORM BATTLE GEAR 
The next generation power-grip blaster blasts water 
up to 9 metres. Included is a one-size-fits-most Splash 
Guard™ Swim Goggles giving you clear underwater 
vision to track down your next target.

LRS900    Tidal Storm Battle Gear
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HOLE IN ONE GOLF 
CHALLENGE
Portable floating practice target for the avid 
golfer. Use your own wedge to perfect your 
short game. Game includes 81cm x 47cm 
chipping mat, 8 hollow velcro practice balls 
and moveable hole flag.

LGS001    Hole In One Golf Challenge

BLASTER BOARD
The Blaster Board is a water blaster, kickboard and shield  
ALL-IN-ONE. Pull back on the kickboard's lever to fill with 
water and watch as water blasts up to 9 metres into the air.

LSS100    Blaster Board
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POOLSIDE BASKETBALL
Sturdy blow-molded, adjustable height design with water 
weightable base. Complete with real feel basketball.  

LPS010    Poolside Basketball

SPIKE 'N' SPLASH
Great fun in the pool, park or backyard. Commercial 
quality net will provide years of fun for the whole 
family. Competition volleyball included.

LGV458    Spike 'n' Splash Pool Volleyball
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UNDERWATER  
LIGHT SHOW - LARGE
The largest of our floating disco balls designed for use 
in swimming pools. Rotating strobe adds unique lighting effects. Your 
pool will be transformed into a galaxy of light and colour that's out 
of this world! Watch the fun and excitement take off as the dynamic 
light show orbits, rotating patterns of colour and light that fill your 
pool. 10 different light show effects and a custom auto-off timer. 

MLS009    Underwater Light Show - Large

UNDERWATER  
LIGHT SHOW-SMALL
A floating disco ball designed for home, spa and 
small above ground and splasher pools. Five exciting 
light patterns. Auto shut-off after one hour. 

MLS002    Underwater Light Show - Small

GO ANYWHERE  
LIGHT SHOW
The floating disco ball that glows anywhere it goes. 
Variable position pivoting legs allow you to hang it, aim 
it and float it inside or out. Create amazing effects with 
multiple lights. Simply position it and project a light 
show on a wall, floor, ceiling or into the water.

MLS025    Go Anywhere Light Show                                                                

UNDERWATER  
LIGHT SHOW-MEDIUM
A floating disco ball designed with the pool in mind. 
Get your groove on as colourful rays of dancing 
light bring an exciting party atmosphere to your 
backyard. Engulf your entire pool in a dramatic light 
show of patterns and colours. Five exciting light 
patterns. Auto shut-off after one hour.

MLS006    Underwater Light Show - Medium
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SOLAR UNDERWATER  
LIGHT SHOW
•  10 ultra bright multi-coloured LED lights give up
    to a 10ft lightening pattern in most pools
•  No batteries required
•  4 – 6 run time on full charge
•  6 – 8 direct sun charge time 
•  Hang from patio cover, umbrella, tree or ceiling
    fan for disco effect with integrated hanger
•  Completely sealed

MSG102    Solar Underwater Light Show 
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UNDERWATER  
LIGHT SHOW & FOUNTAIN
This amazing water feature does it all. The colour 
changing water fountain feature is combined with 
an awesome underwater lightshow. It floats, spins 
and sprays colour both above and below the water. 
It is the perfect pool party accessory. No installation 
or hoses required. One hour auto shut off.

MLS135    Underwater Light Show  
                  & Fountain - Mini

POOL TUNES FLOATING SPEAKER LIGHT
A revolutionary new product in pool music devices. Simply plug the transmitter into  
an iPod or digital music player and play tunes wirelessly through the floating  
Pool Tunes speaker. 
Features:
• Blue LED pool light for night-time operation
• Wireless broadcast of up to 10 metres
• Compatible with most digital music players
• 3 watt full range waterproof speaker with volume control

MPT001  Pool Tunes Floating Speaker Light

*iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc.
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TRIPLE TIER FOUNTAIN
Provides enchanting water patterns up to 5 metres 
in height and is suitable for inground and above 
ground pools. All necessary fittings included for easy 
installation. Turn your pool into an attractive water 
feature all year round.

MFO333    Triple Tier Floating Fountain                                           

PARTY POOL
Party Pool creates an exotic deep blue 
temporary colour to pool water ideal for 
special party or BBQ. Two applications per
50,000 litre pool.

MWE212    Party Pool (250 ml x 12 Pack)                                      

FLOATING 
CANDLES
Attractive floating ambience candles 
create an enchanting visual display 
for any pool. Ideal for pool parties 
and backyard BBQs. Scented candle 
included.

MFC005    White                                                                             
MFC010    Pink                                                                                    
MFC016    Lavender                                                           
MFC020    Blue                       
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LIGHT UP PALS
No pool, spa or bathtub is complete without these classic 
characters. The super bright, colour coordinated LED 
lights feature one (1) hour auto shut-off and the displays 
consist of duck, dolphin, shark and turtle characters.

MLP024    Light Up Pals                                 

SOLAR LIGHT UP GLOBE
Use energy from the sun to light up at night. The 
solar powered, rechargeable floating globe has 
a built-in light sensor that turns on at dusk and 
off at dawn. The globe changes colour varying 
through shades of blue, red and green.

MSG100   Solar Light Up Globe                                      

SOLAR LIGHT UP DUCK
This cute duck happily floats around during the day 
and glows at night. Being solar powered, the light  
up duck recharges via sun light and has a built-in 
light sensor that turns on at dusk and off at dawn. 

MSD100   Solar Light Up Duck                                 
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LOUNGE LIZARD RIDE ON
There's no missing this bright yellow and pink Lizard 
Pool Lounge. Revolutionary flat design for a stable 
ride. Fun for lounging in and around the pool. 

LPR005   Lounge Lizard Ride On                                      
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inflatables
LOL COW RIDE ON
Holy Cow! Moooove over boring pool toys, this 
Inflatable Cow is ready to bring lots of laughs 
and fun to your pool! Large enough for 2 kids 
this jumbo wacky ride-on float is 137cm with 2 
sturdy handles. 

LPR006   LOL Cow Ride On                                    

ALIEN EYEBALL 
TOSS
This sturdy green alien head is just 
waiting for it’s eyeballs! This basic 
toss game comes with five squishy, 
wobbly eyeballs for tossing. Each 
receptacle has a point value so keep 
score for competitive play or just toss 
the eyes for some target practice.  
The inflatable alien head floats in the 
pool or can be set up on the lawn,  
or beach.

LPG003   Alien Eyeball Toss                                      
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COOLER COMBO
Take a seat, sit back and relax on the 
face-to-face conjoined tube float. 
Dual drink holders and an ice cooler 
mean you will never have to get  
up from your comfy seat. 

LCC150    Cooler Combo

POOL LOUNGER
Large comfortable pool lounger. Features back and 
arm rests complete with drink holder. Converts to 
chair for poolside or patio use.

LLS500    Relax About Pool Lounger
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POOL HAMMOCK
Perfect for those hot pool days. Your body 
is partly submerged to keep you cool and 
relaxed. Inflatable head and foot rest.

LPH020    Float 'N' About Pool Hammock

COOL CHAIR
Sit back, put your feet up and relax on our pool lounge while soaking 
in the sun's rays. This chair has perforations in the deck to allow cool 
water to enter in. Available in 3 colours.

LCC001    Cool Chair

* Assorted Colours

POOL COOLER
The Pool Cooler is a floating bar and drinks table 
with a detachable cooler bag. The cooler bag is an 
18.5 litre ice compartment with zipper and shoulder 
strap. The bar has a large storage area for goodies 
and is complete with 5 drink holders. The Pool 
Cooler is made of durable PVC/Nylon. Pool Cooler 
measures 79x40cm.

LPC100    Pool Cooler
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UFO SQUIRTER
Kids will love this retro-styled UFO ride on. 
The "pilot" sits in this floating UFO and fires 
away with a constant supply water cannon. 

LUS900    UFO Squirter

SHOCK ROCKER
Outrageous fun for every kid as they spend hours 
rockin’ and rollin’ around the pool. The Shock 
Rocker has double hand grips that are made  
slip-resistant and four people can fit on this 191cm 
pool float. Features headrest for added comfort 
and a hole in the middle for your feet. The Shock 
Rocker provides hours of fun for the whole family.
LSR900    Shock Rocker

ROLY POLY
This colorful "adventure ball" is 107cm in 
diameter, so it catches the attention and 
captures the imagination. Watch the young 
adventure-seekers have rollin' cool fun as 
they climb on, in or under it.

LRP900    Roly Poly
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BATTLE BOARDS
Includes 2 individual inflatable Battle Boards. Each Battle Board 
comes with dual water gun squirters. Converts to lounger with 
drink holder. Fun for the entire family.

LBB002   Battle Boards

STARFIGHTER 
SUPER SQUIRTER
This alien spaceship is perfect for 
trecking across the pool galaxy.  
Complete with futuristic alien graphics, 
sunroof and constant supply water 
blaster provides hours of entertainment 
and enjoyment. The StarFighter Squirter 
is 124cm. 
LSS900   StarFighter Super Squirter                                                    

BATTLEBOARD BATTLESTATION SET
Launch the ultimate water war with the BattleBoard Pool Battlestation Set. The set features all the water power your kids need 
for a wild battle. Two kids can man the inflatable kickboard-turned-attack boats for stealthy and fast-paced soaking action. 
These BattleBoards are equipped with built-in squirters and splash screens for defense. Another two can defend the 
Battlestation Docking Port, which features two built-in squirters. Battlestation Docking Port measures 150cm by 145cm and 
Battleboards measure 135cm by 71cm.

LBS900    Battleboard Battlestation Set
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GIANT RING TOSS
We've tossed in lots of play value with 5 
giant tossing tube rings and target buoy. 
Inflate the buoys and challenge your family 
and friends! Better yet, when you're not 
using the rings for tossing, you can use 
them as tubes to float round the pool.

LPG005    Giant Ring Toss

CROC ATTACK  
RIDE ON SQUIRTER
Croc Style ride-on with constant supply water pistol 
squirter right from the pool!

LCR250    Croc Attack Ride On Squirter
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SEA DRAGON RIDE ON
Giant dragon ride-on big enough for 2 kids with two grab handles 
on neck. Easy to inflate.

LDS200  Sea Dragon Ride On

BABY DINO RIDE ON
A jurassic good time  with this cute and 
friendly baby dino ride-on. This 137cm 
dinosaur float features sturdy grab handles 
for safe riding. 

LPR004  Baby Dino Ride On
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ARCADE SHOOTER
Classic carnival squirt gun race. The arcade comes 
with 2 constant supply water guns. Challenge 
friends to a dual and see who can shoot all the balls 
out of the tube first!

LPG001    Arcade Shooter

TIC TAC TOE
This tic tac toe ball toss game 
is hours of game playing fun 
for the whole family! Featuring 
unique bottom- weighted, 
squishy throw balls that always 
rotate face up to see the X or O.

LPG004    Tic Tac Toe

T-REX
The fun will never be extinct 
when you ride on the ferocious 
Giant 2 meter T-Rex float with 
wide cushioned seat that can 
accommodate two or more.  

LRS100    T-Rex
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CURLY SERPENT
Kids will love this bright, two headed, kid friendly giant 
inflatable. A generous 2.4 metres in length by 1.0 metre 
in height, Curly Serpent looks great in the pool.

LCS002     Curly Serpent

FLOATING LOG JOUST SET
Fun inflatable pool jousting set that includes two 
inflatable ride-on logs and two soft inflatable log 
boppers. Dunk your friend and win!

LPJ100    Floating Log Joust Set
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CYCLONE 
SPINNER
The Cyclone Spinner pool raft 
can hold up to five kids and, 
with a little help from a grown 
up, spins on the water. Spin fast 
or slow depending on the age 
and preferences of the riders. 
The spinner features several 
grab handles that allow kids to 
hold on securely as they rest 
their bodies on inflatable seats 
built for maximum comfort.

LPR001    Cylone Spinner

GALLEON RAIDER
Yo Ho Matey! Sail along the high seas in a durable 
162cm pirate ship which will keep little pirates playing 
and sailing around for hours! This pool float comes with 
it a "plank" slide for those pirates who need to walk the 
plank on the adventure!

LPR003    Galleon Raider
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FIRE BOAT SQUIRTER
This harbour patrol and rescue boat will always 
be there to put out any fire. Fireboat squirter is 
big enough for two kids and comes with a water 
gun that never needs refilling. 

LPR002   Fire Boat Squirter

SPEED RACER
Cruise around the pool in this inflatable 
speedboat. Dual handles provide added safety 
and stability. This must-have speedboat will 
keep your kids entertained for hours!

LSB100   Speed Racer

BABY BOPPER
Little ones sit upright in the seat and 
whack animals with a big inflatable 
hammer. The Baby Bopper Baby Seat 
sports a canopy over the top, so your 
little tyke stays cool. 

LPR007   Baby Bopper
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POOL BUGGY
The little driver will be 
comfortable sitting in a pocket 
seat with leg holes, allowing the 
child to sit upright. Mum or Dad 
can hold the float to ensure the 
baby never floats too far away or 
they can push and pull the float 
around for a 4x4 tour of the pool. 
This also features a convertible 
sun shade top to keep the sun 
out of the eyes of the baby.

LPB150   Pool Buggy

BABY TRAINER SEAT
This baby buoy has a heavy duty dual 
chamber baby seat to support your little 
one comfortably and securely.

LTS002    Baby Trainer Seat

ARM BANDS
Make learning to swim fun and safe. 
Proper inflation only takes seconds. 
Dual air chambers on each band 
provide ample room for proper flotation 
for the child take to the water with 
confidence. 

LSA002    Arm Bands          
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BACK FLOATZ
Buoyancy aid designed for ages 2 to 6 years. Multi layers are 

removeable as swimming confidence increases. Constructed 

from Heavy Duty EVA.  

LBF200    Back Floatz

SWIM TRAINER
Turns a home pool into an Olympic sized arena. Great way to improve  
all swimming strokes and general fitness. Suits all pools.

LST001    Swim Trainer Personal Pool Exerciser

                      

PULL BUOY
Figure 8 soft EVA foam. Aids in development  
of stroke technique.

LKB002    Pull Buoy                                   

fitness and training aids
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AQUAMATE KIDS GOGGLE
• Moulded comfort
• Split strap goggle 
• Shatter-proof design
• Superior visibility under water

LGS210    AquaMate Kids Goggle

RACEONE SPRINTER
• Silicone flex frame
• Anti-leak
• Anti-fog lens

LGS200    RaceOne Sprinter
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SWIMSPORTZ CHAMPION
• Polycarbonate lens
•  Anti-fog
• Silicone straps     
• Hard plastic carry case

lGS650    Swimsportz Champion

JUNIOR SWIM 
PACK WITH LYCRA 
SWIM CAP
•  Polycarbonate lens
•  Anti-fog
• Silicone straps      
• Silicone eye seals
• Adjustable nose bridge
• Easy fit white lycra swim cap

lSP350    Junior Swim Pack - Kids
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FISHEE CAP
Fish character swim cap complete 
with fin. Comfortable silicone,  
one size fits all. Assorted colours.     

LSC050    Fishee Cap

LYCRA KIDZ CAP
Easy fit swim cap in assorted colours

LLC050    Lycra Kidz Cap

JUNIOR EAR BAND
 Protects ears and assists in holding ear plugs  
in place and hair out of eyes. Velcro adjustment  
for comfortable fit. Reversible assorted colours.

LSA150    Junior Ear Band
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AQUA VISOR ADULT / CHILDREN
Comfortable, quick dry neoprene fabric visor. Allows enjoyment 
of any water activity whilst staying protected.

LCS120    Aqua Visor Adult

LCS012    Aqua Visor Children

KIDS DIVE SWIM SET
Explore what lies beneath the water's surface with 
this easy-fit adjustable kids' character mask, swim fins 
and snorkel set with soft mouthpiece. Ages 3-6.

LXS220    Kids Dive Swim Set

SWIM KIT BAG
Drawstring backpack capable of 
carrying a towel, swim suit, goggles 
and other training aids. Comes in 
assorted colours. Constructed from 
durable nylon and comes complete 
with drain hole and easy to use 
drawstring. 

LBL010    Swim Kit Bag
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WATER BOMB FACTORY    
The ONLY water bomb filling device that fills, ties and knots 
water balloons. Clamp to a stable surface and attach to a 
garden hose. Fills 100 balloons in 10 minutes!

LSK125    Water Bomb Factory

WATER BOMB RE-LOAD    
The perfect accompaniment to Water Bomb 
Factory. Includes 100 x 2" water balloons and 
mesh Re-Load carry bag.

LSK725    Water Bomb Re-Load
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SPLASH FOOTBALL
Every pool needs a football. This water resistant and 
ultra-floatable skim n splash football is soft, safe and 
kid friendly. Cool stripe colours. 

LSK180    Splash Football

OUTDOOR SPORTS PACK
A perfect set of  games for the park, beach or 

pool. The neoprene wrapped game set includes 

2 paddle bats with 4 balls, football, soccer ball, 

frisbee and air pump.

LSK245    Outdoor Sports Pack
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SKIP 'N' SPLASH
Watch the kids…RUN, SKIP, LAUGH and PLAY as they try to 
hop, skip and jump over the spinning poles while getting 
soaked by the revolving spray nozzles. 

LSS600    Skip 'N' Splash




